Determination of Protein ps-ns Motions by High-Resolution Relaxometry.
Many of the functions of biomacromolecules can be rationalized by the characterization of their conformational energy landscapes: the structures of the dominant states, transitions between states and motions within states. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is the technique of choice to study internal motions in proteins. The determination of motions on picosecond to nanosecond timescales requires the measurement of nuclear spin relaxation rates at multiple magnetic fields. High sensitivity and resolution are obtained only at high magnetic fields, so that, until recently, site-specific relaxation rates in biomolecules were only measured over a narrow range of high magnetic fields. This limitation was particularly striking for the quantification of motions on nanosecond timescales, close to the correlation time for overall rotational diffusion. High-resolution relaxometry is an emerging technique to investigate picosecond-nanosecond motions of proteins. This approach uses a high-field NMR spectrometer equipped with a sample shuttle device, which allows for the measurement of the relaxation rate constants at low magnetic fields, while preserving the sensitivity and resolution of a high-field NMR spectrometer. The combined analysis of high-resolution relaxometry and standard high-field relaxation data provides a more accurate description of the dynamics of proteins, in particular in the nanosecond range. The purpose of this chapter is to describe how to perform high-resolution relaxometry experiments and how to analyze the rates measured with this technique.